Many important processes in science involve the escape of a particle over a barrier. In this review, we report, extend, and interpret various theories of noiseactivated escape. We discuss the connection between many-body transition state theory and Kramers' original diffusive Brownian motion approach (both in oneand multidimensional potential fields) and emphasize the physical situation inherent in Kramers' rate for weak friction. A rate theory accounting for memory friction is presented together with a set of criteria which test its validity. The complications and peculiarities of noise-activated escape in driven systems exhibiting multiple, locally stable stationary nonequilibrium states are identified and illustrated. At lower temperatures, quantum tunneling effects begin to play an increasingly important role. Early approaches and more recent developments of the quantum version of Kramers approach are discussed, thereby providing a description for dissipative escape at all temperatures.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of escape from a metastable state plays a central role in many scientific areas, most notably in chemical kinetics, the theory of diffusion in solids, transport in biomolecules, electron transport in semiconductors, and the dynamics in nonlinear optics to name only a few. The problem not only arises in a countless number of systems modeling escape from a metastable equilibrium state driven by thermal fluctuations, but also in driven systems characterized by nonthermal steady states which may exhibit competing states of local stability.
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The common theme underlying the description of escape processes is based on Brownian motion. In adapting this scheme, the motion of the principal degrees of freedom is treated explicitly while the interaction with other degrees of freedom, including those of the heat bath(s) coupled to the system of interest, are represented by frictional forces and noise; i.e., the deterministic equations governing the dynamics of the escape process must be complemented by random forces. These random forces present the key input allowing the system to get away from preferred states of local stability. Generally, these random forces are rather weak; i.e., the particle trajectories are localized for most of the time around the states of local stability before there occurs an occasional, fluctuation-induced excursion over a barrier toward a neighboring state of local stability. Owing to such a clear-cut time separation, the escape dynamics can in most cases be adequately described by a single rate coefficient. This viewpoint is principally due to Kramers. (1) Over a long period, Kramers' work was only appreciated by a few theoreticians/2-5) Recently, however, Kramers' ideas have resurfaced in many theoretical ~6'7)2'3 and experimental studies (8 21) of kinetics in a variety of physical systems.
In the following sections I have attempted to review the present status of the field as well as to survey some recent, interesting developments. In this paper I generally focus on an escape dynamics which is governed by a low-dimensional reaction path in the state space of the relevant degrees of freedom and assume only a finite number of competing states of local stability, separated from each other by (multidimensional) saddle point configurations.
CLASSICAL TREATMENT

Transition State and Many-Body Rate Theory
Neglecting quantum effects, the classical treatment is based on an analysis of the basic process whereby a particle jumps from one locally stable position to a neighboring locally stable position. The traditional description of this escape process is termed transition state theory (TST). (22 29) This theory gives the probability of a particle jumping from one well to another by passing over a barrier as a product of two factors: 2 In the last 1(~15 years, the theoretical papers concerned with Kramers' approach has become a flood. Some articles which provide additional interesting insight into the conventional Kramers' The Arrhenius factor B, and a prefactor A. The Arrhenius factor 4 B = exp( --Eb/kT) (2. I ) where Eb is the barrier height, gives the probability of finding the escaping particle with energy higher than that of the barrier. The prefactor gives the probability per unit time of finding the particle "knocking" at the door before passing to the neighboring well. In a one-dimensional well, simple TST identifies the prefactor A with the frequency of oscillation at the bottom of the well ~22 25).
(D O A = Vo = ~ (2.2) Here, Vo emerges from the equilibrium population inside the initial well. Thus, the common argument according to which Vo is the frequency at which the particle tries to escape is somewhat meaningless. Note also that within simple TST the prefactor A does not exhibit a dependence on transport coefficients such as a viscosity, etc. All of the later classical theoretical studies focus on a more detailed evaluation of this prefactor A. A many-body generalization of the traditional formulation of transition state theory has been known for some time. (25 29) Unfortunately, the advocates of many-body transition state theory t25 28) seem to have been unaware of the full content of Kramers' original work. Moreover, the broad applicability of many-body rate theory is limited in practice because of the substantial difficulties encountered in evaluating its parameters for practical applications. 5 The key assumptions of many-body rate theory are of two kinds(Z9):
(1) Thermodynamic equilibrium prevails throughout the entire system of all degrees of freedom. Any effects of nonequilibrium which result in perturbations of the Boltzmann distribution are neglected.
(2) Correlated returns ("recrossings") of a system that has crossed the (parabolic) bounding hypersurface through a saddle point are neglected.
Taken together, these assumptions reduce the calculation of a rate coefficient, F, to a consideration of the equilibrium concentration of 4 Plotting the logarithm of rate data for CH3J +C2HsONa ~ CH3OC2H 5 + NaJ, by Hecht and Conrad [W. Hecht and M. Conrad, Z. Phys. Chem. 3:450 (1889) ], versus inverse temperature, Arrhenius IS. Arrhenius, Z. Phys. Chem. 4:226 (1889) ], found a straight line (Arrhenius plot); i.e., F= A exp( -Eb/kT ).
In fairness, Kramers' theory uses a friction coefficient, which in many situations is not known apriori. However, the friction often can either be measured experimentally (e.g., electrical resistance) or evaluated approximately from first principles. activated configurations on an adiabatic potential surface. Using the assumptions (1) and (2), the rate F takes on the form (25 29) F= v* exp( -EJkT) (2.3) where v* is an effective frequency defined by v* -[IU=l v~ (2.4)
H7=1'
Here, N denotes the number of degrees of freedom of the system, the set {v ~ are the characteristic frequencies of normal modes derived from a dynamical matrix relative to the parabolic minimum point of the potential energy. The set {gs} are the characteristic frequencies of the stable, (N-1) normal modes of the system which are constrained to lie in the (properly chosen) separating hypersurface through the saddle point. Within a full phase-space description, it is reasonable to assume the validity of assumption (2) if the considered temperatures are not too high. A difficulty of more fundamental nature results from the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium throughout the escape process. In particular, it should be noted that the initial state is a peculiar deviation from equilibrium in the sense that the particle is localized in a well. As time evolves, we are interested in the evolution toward a "new state of equilibrium in a neighboring well" where the particle again is constrained. This evolution from one "metastable equilibrium" in the initial well to another, neighboring metastable equilibrium sets the time scale for the problem. A priori, it would be far fetched to assume that equilibrium prevails at all times throughout this process. In order for it to be true, we must assume that vertical thermalization (inside the well) is much more rapid than the horizontal outflow noted above. This point has been fully appreciated by Kramers(1); although somewhat less so by more recent authors. (28' 3~ Owing to its intractability, present already in idealized model systems, (31) the use of many-body rate theory [-subject to the assumptions stated in (1) and (2) above] is likely not the most appropriate vehicle for thinking about escape in real situations. Of a more practical nature is an approach which uses a reduced description in terms of a few relevant coordinates which make up the so-called "reaction coordinate." Such a procedure entails new concepts which loosely can be characterized as friction and entropy. The entropy factor is related to the reduction of the highdimensional potential energy surface to a lower-dimensional potential energy surface (see Section 2.5 below). Friction describes a dynamical effect which incorporates the effects of the residual degrees of freedom lost upon contraction of the full phase space dynamics ~(t). Clearly, the two effects are not independent of each other.
The mathematics of this reduction has been worked out in full generality within classical statistical mechanics. (32) The reduced dynamics can be represented either in terms of a generalized master equation or in the form of a generalized Langevin equation. For a detailed account on this reduction and a discussion of the various interrelationships between the two approaches we refer the reader to Ref. 32 . One of the results is that, depending on the form of the coupling between the escaping particle and the environmental degrees of freedom, there occurs a renormalization of mass as well as a renormaIization of bare potentialfields--both are classical effects which are also of importance in a quantum treatment of the escape problem (see Section 3). This reduction of ~ 10 23 degrees of freedom contained in ~(t) onto a small set of relevant macrovariables x(t), the reaction coordinates x(t), yields the problem much more tractable. The exact equation of motion for x(t) takes the form (32, 33) (2. 5a)
Xt-~V(Xt)J1-kTfoP-l(Xt-s)~x@_ s E;(Xt s;S)p(xt s)~ ds-~(t)
The effect of mass renormalization is contained in a generalized, timedependent friction tensor ~(x;s) (memory friction), while the renormalization of the bare potential occurs via a drift field
where /5(~) and fi(x) denote the corresponding thermal equilibrium probabilities. The noise {(t) obeys the conditional average (32) (fluctuationdissipation theorem of second kind) (r ~j(0) I x(t = 0) = x ) = kT~(x; t) (2.5c)
This generalized Brownian motion dynamics, (2.5), forms the key input to a Kramers-like approach to the escape problem.
Krarners Approach
Kramers starts from the assumption that there is a clear-cut separation between the time scales of particle (mass M) and heat bath motions. Thus he applies a memoryless (Markovian) limit to the generalized Brownian motion dynamics in (2.5) with the noise being approximated by Gaussian white noise, i.e.,
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Bistable potential field used in text. E b indicates the barrier factor for the thermally activated forward rate F +.
Here, we have used a uniform momentum relaxation rate (My). Moreover, we assume the motion to take place in a one-dimensional bistable potential field exhibiting two states of local stability (see Fig. 1 ). The Langevin dynamics in (2.6) is equivalent to an equation for the rate of change of
This equation was derived first by Klein in 1922 . If U(x) is a nonlinear potential field, analytical results for (2.7) within the full damping regime are not known. For a cosine potential and a symmetric double well, numerical solutions for eigenfunctions and the generally complex-valued eigenvalues have been obtained only recently by Risken and coworkers. (35) Analytical studies of the smallest relaxation eigenvalues are possible only in the limits of moderate-to-large friction (1-6'35) and very small friction y. (1,6j,35b,36) To evaluate the thermally activated escape rate, let us first assume that thermal equilibrium in the initial well is maintained at all times; i.e., the vertical thermalization (see Section 2.1) occurs on a sufficiently fast time scale such that deviations from the thermal Boltzmann probability t5 of (2.7) (Z: normalization), (2.8) inside the initial well can safely be neglected. Physically, this assumption holds whenever the damping strength is sufficiently large (moderate-tolarge friction regime; see Fig. 2 In this regime, the rate of escape is limited by collisions when the particle is near the top of the barrier. The frictional forces imply that a typical reaction path does not go directly from one side of the well to the neighboring well but rather may cross the barrier region many times, tottering back and forth before escaping. In other words, within the reduced description there will now occur,--in contrast to the many-body-rate description in full phase space (Section 2.1)--many recrossings, which adequately can be described as a diffusive process over the col of the saddle point. If we were to apply the TST assumptions for this reduced, dissipative dynamics (2.6), each of the forward crossings on a single trajectory would be counted as contributing to the rate. Therefore, an equilibrium flux across the saddle point necessarily would overestimate the reaction rate F. In reality the diffusional crossings across the barrier will modify the Boltzmann distribution near the saddle point region, thereby yielding friction-induced deviations from thermal equilibrium near the barrier (see Fig. 2 ).
To evaluate this modified nonequilibrium probability P0 we follow the original reasoning of Kramers. (1) Considering the forward rate F + -F, let us inject particles near the well bottom around xl < xo and assume that a particle sink is present to the right of xb, around x 2 > x b. In the steady state, the so-induced stationary nonequilibrium probability, Po, generates a flux Jo-If no denotes the population of particles inside the initial well we obtain for the escape rate F (flux-over-population approach)
If x denotes the set of reaction coordinates along the reaction path, (2.10) may be recast as (1 4) J~ = f po(x)dx= no (2, 11) nitial well where r ~ F-1 is the average time scale for escape. Thus our task consists in calculating this nonequilibrium probability P0. Kramers uses in terms of the equilibrium probability/5(x, u), (2.8), the ansatz (2.12) in which F(x, u) obeys (within our assumption of thermal equilibrium in the initial well) F(x, u)= 1 around X~Xo and F(x, u)=0 around x~x2, near the sink. Clearly, all the action of the classical escape process takes place near the parabolic barrier. Hence, we can linearize the Klein Kramers equation around x = x b. Setting y-= x-x b, we arrive at a relation for F(y, u):
Kramers solved (2.13) by use of the ansatz F(y, u) -F(,7) = F(u--ey) (2.14) obeying the boundary condition (see above) F(t/)~ 1 as r/~ +oe and F(r/)-~ 0 as ~/--, --oe. which approaches zero as 7 -~ or.
Alternatively, we can obtain the result in (2.22) by contracting further the dynamics in (2.6) onto a single coordinate variable; i.e., (x, u) ~ x, and then taking the strongly overdamped limit. An exact reduction of (2.6) onto a single variable flow, 2, results for the rate of change of propability p,(x) in a non-Markovian description of rather complex form, exhibiting, memory as well as an integral-operator structure. The study of approximate reductions of the Klein-Kramers equation has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years within the general theme of "adiabatic elimination procedures. ''(37) In the strongly overdamped limit this procedure again yields a Fokke~Planck description, widely known as the Smoluchowski 
with the boundary conditions po(X~Xx)=l and po(X=X2)=O. Again setting
po(x) = F(x) p(x)
one finds for the deviation from thermal equilibrium
Note that the nonequilibrium form factor F(x) rapidly approaches a constant inside the well, x < xb, and rapidly decreases for xb < x < x2. In terms of the population in the initial well
the escape rate emerges as
By use of a steepest descent approximation this expression simplifies to give CO0COb exp (@Tb) (2.27) F-2~z~(xb----~ which with 7(xb)-= Y precisely equals the previous result in (2.22).
Alternative Methods
The flux-over-population method of the previous section is a quite general approach to the evaluation of the rate of escape from a metastable state. However, there are other techniques which under certain circumstances might be used preferably. Most importantly, there is a connection between the escape rate and the smallest eigenvalue governing the time evolution of an initial nonequilibrium probability, or a stationary correlation function. Let NA(t ) denote the fraction of particles with x < xb and NB(t), the fraction of particles with x > x b, respectively, such that
NA(t) + N~(t) = 1
In terms of the forward rate, F +, and the backward rate, F-(see Fig. 1 ), the kinetics can be described phenomelogically by a first-order rate law
NA(t) = -F+NA(t) + F-N,(t)
(2.28)
Ns(t) = -r Ne(t) + F+NA(t)
This, of course, leads to a relaxational dynamics for NA(t) [or Nb(t)]
NA(t)~exp[-(F + + F )t] (2.29)
Owing to the clear-cut time separation between hopping dynamics and local relaxation to stable equilibrium, the relaxation rate, 2, of (2.29) can be identified with the smallest real part, Re21, of the generally complexvalued eigenvalues of dissipative operators (39) of the type in (2.7); i.e.,
In a symmetric double well one obtains
More generally, for asymmetric wells
where, K= F+/F -, denotes the equilibrium constant. In the presence of a finite asymmetry we have
: position of neighboring minimum), i.e., one of the escape rates is exponentially suppressed over the other.
There exist a variety of techniques for evaluating the smallest real part of the relaxation frequencies. In particular, we mention here the continued fraction method for correlation functions, (39'4~ the matrix-continued fraction method of Risken, (42) variational methods, (6b,6f) the Laplace method of Skinner and Wolynes, (6g) or the path-integral and instanton technique. (42) An evaluation of 21 is particularly simple for dissipative operators which can be symmetrized. (39) In this case, all eigenvalues are real and negative.
Another alternative to the flux-over-population method involves the concept of the mean first passage time. (43) As is evident by the other articles in this proceedings, this concept has become very popular in recent years. We will not belabor here the recent progress in this field, (44 48) but rather focus only on its connection with escape rates. The mean first passage time is a rather complex notion for a general stochastic process. (44 46 Let us denote by r(2) the mean of the first passage time variable of a random walker which starts at ff s I at time to = 0 and makes an exit from a specified interval I. With a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck dynamics in mind, let xl<xo be a reflecting boundary, i.e., 0~(~)/r and x2 > xb be an absorbing boundary, or, r(2=x2)=0 (43) (Fig. 1 ). Standard analysis then gives for z(s with :? denoting a value less than the barrier position xb, (escape time!) (2.33) Note here the similarity between (2.33) and (2.26) . This similarity is to be expected by alluding to (2.11), where (F+) -1 is related to the "mean escape time," ~, which in turn can be identified with ~(2) as given by (2.33). Although different, both (2.33) and (2.26) yield upon a steepest descent approximation precisely the result in (2.27) . For this identification to be valid, it is important to note that a correct choice of boundary conditions in (2.33) is essential in order for T(2) to be of the order of the mean escape time z. For example, if we would have chosen instead that both Xl < x0 and x2 are absorbing, one obtains x2 D(x) dx (x) fx ,
In the steepest-descent approximation this gives 
Weakly Damped Systems
In Section 2.2 we have addressed the Kramers approach for moderateto-large friction where the associated nonequilibrium effects can be modeled in terms of diffusional surface recrossings over the barrier. As emphasized earlier, there is generally a second type of nonequilibrium effect which is related to the deviation from thermal equilibrium inside the initial well. Such effects play an increasingly more important role for weak friction where the particle suffers infrequent collisions, i.e., the energy E will be the only slowly relaxing variable. Two limiting cases have been discussed in the literature~ The "strong coupling" limit, where large amounts of energy can be exchanged upon a collision, and the "weak coupling" limit, or low-friction Kramers (energy diffusion) limit.
The strong coupling limit has attracted a good deal of attention among chemists seeking to model unimolecular gas phase reactions. (6g' 27' 54' 651 In this limit, internal equilibrium is maintained in the initial well below some threshold energy; above this threshold, however, there exist nonequilibrium effects due to perturbations by reactive losses. If we characterize the dynamics via a master equation in energy space with the transition kernel denoted by F(E--* E'), one obtains for the rate in the strong coupling limit (6g'54'65)
where ,i(E) characterizes the collision frequency 
The evaluation of the escape rate proceeds along the lines outlined in (2.23) (2.27) for the Smoluchowski case. Hence we assume a nonequilibrium probability po(E) (2.40) where the equilibrium probability of (2.38) reads
po(E) = F(E) ~(E)
With the boundary condition po(E= Eb)= 0, we have (2.44) kT which is precisely the result given in Kramers' 1940 paper.
(1/ In conclusion, the escape rate for very weak damping, 7<cob, is linearly proportional to the friction coefficient ~, and approaches zero as ~0. Clearly, with 7<c%, the motion inside the well is almost conservative and escape up the energy ladder becomes very difficult; i.e. there is no mechanism which could replenish the upper states (E>Eb) once the first particles are gone. Note also that (2.43) can be expressed alternatively in terms of a mean-first passage time z(~ -E = 0):
In the approach outlined in (2.41)-(2.45), we have used for the deviation from thermal equilibrium below threshold E < E b, a perfect sink at E = Eb; i.e., po(E= Eb)=0, which implies immediate horizontal depletion. More realistically, there are further deviations from thermal equilibrium also above threshold, induced by the horizontal outflow in the presence of weak but finite damping. The outflow above threshold (see Fig. 3 ) is being compensated by a divergence in the vertical flux up in energy. This important extension, originally put forward by Buttiker, Harris, and Landauer, (6j) implies now that po(E= Eb)> 0. It turns out that with weak friction 7, this particular change of boundary condition for po(Eb) depends sensitively on the form of the potential. (6j'56'57) In particular, it differs depending on whether the particles above threshold E>Eb are allowed to escape to infinity or if they are allowed to "bounce back" from the walls of the confining potential in the neighbouring well (see Fig. 3 ). For an escape into the continuum one obtains for the rate (56) (7 < cob) 7 This result can be improved if we substitute in z(E0) the factor 4 by 4 --* 4c~, where ~ -1.474 for a metastable potential (solid line in Fig. 3 ) and c~ = 4.293 for a symmetric double well (36) . In the latter case, the escape time z also must be substituted by ~--* 2% because the probability to bounce back equals ~ 89 
U(x)
I E I / / / / / / / ! / / / / J I l \ - • x X b~(E) -~ I[z(E) + 1] z(E) = [1 + 4(kT)Z/D(E)] 1/2
Multidimensional Metastability in Thermal Equilibrium
So far we have addressed only the problem of escape in one-dimensional multistable potential fields (Sections 2.2-2. This result also provides a valuable working approximation for more general potential forms, provided that the barrier is sufficiently high and the motion near barrier threshold is completely irregular. (59)
Kramers Theory with Memory Friction
Although Kramers' landmark paper (1) on the escape of a Brownian particle from a metastable state has found numerous applications, (2 21) it lacks general applicability owing to the assumption of a clear-cut separation between the time scales of particle motion and heat bath motion; i.e., the particle must move slowly compared to rapid fluctuations exerted on the particle by the heat bath. However, in certain systems (7'14 19 ) the relevant motion of the escape dynamics may take place on the same time scale or be even more rapidly than those used in measuring the static damping coefficients. Therefore memory effects of the type exhibited in the generalized Langevin equation (1.5) must be accounted for. Several recent experiments(14 21~ involving classical thermal activation have shown a failure of the standard Kramers approach based on frequency-independent friction. This is due to the fact that in many situations the typical barrier frequency, cob, is of the order 1011-10 TM sec 1 and the environmental forces are likely to be correlated on this same time scale, thus giving rise to memory effects [i.e., y(~=10~3sec-1)#y(~o=0)]. We now extend Kramers' approach to multistable Brownian motion with arbitrary longtime memory. Here, we follow closely the reasoning of Mojtabai and Hanggi. (6~) First we will assume that thermal equilibrium inside the initial well is maintained at all times; i.e., the memory-renormalized friction is sufficiently large such that the position diffusion across the barrier presents the rate-dominating step. Linearizing the barrier dynamics in (2.5) in the variable y = x-xb, we arrive at a diffusive dynamics given by .58) ceases to describe the exponential leading part of the rate.
I--~Y-~R(t) Y ~--~] pt + "](t)~u(upI) kT ~2 kT 0 2 q-~C,;(t)-~u2u2Ptq-~[-~ 2 [032(t)--402] 0--~y Pt where (2.57) f,(t) = -a(t)/a(t), ~2(t) = -b(O/a(O a(t) = py(t) tL(t) -G(O pu(O, b(t) = G(O iL(t) -G(O G(O
In applying the result in (2.58), some care should be taken. Just as in the memory-free situation, (2.20) , the dynamic friction ~ should be of sufficient strength such that the vertical thermalization inside the well occurs sufficiently rapidly. In this case, the effects due to nonequilibrium inside the metastable well and the effects due to the nonlinearities of the potential U(x), important for moderate effective damping 7, play a minor role. That is, in order to apply safely the relation in (2.58), we should have (in the limit t ~ oe )s initial well and horizontal, energy-diffusion controlled depletion effects (Section 2.4) which, in addition, depend sensitively also on the potential form (e.g., confining versus nonconfining potential fields; see Fig. 3 ). Moreover, (2.58) inherently reflects the result of a multidimensional steepest-descent approximation. That is, the positive-valued normal mode frequencies occurring in the minimum region and the saddle point region of an enlarged, Markovian stochastic description which models the memory friction (61b'68), (2.55), should not contain pathological small relaxation frequencies which would invalidate the Gaussian approximations. If effects of this sort are present, the bona fide use of the rate formula (2.58) would clearly become questionable. Actually, some recent computer simulations (7~ in a symmetric double well and exponentially correlated noise exhibit trouble of precisely this sort for certain parameter regimes, with the criteria in (2.60) being strongly violated.
In the regime of strong overdamping, ~7 >eS, one obtains from (2.59)
Hence, the rate in (2.58) takes on the form of an overdamped Smoluchowski rate (2.22) with 7 substituted by r In certain situations, r =0) exhibits a fractional power law dependence on transports coefficients, e.g., a viscosity, thereby giving rise to novel rate laws. (14, 15, 66) For very weak damping, the influence of memory can be incorporated rather conveniently by evaluating the memory renormalized energy-diffusion coefficient which enters the effective energy-diffusion equation ( Deviations from this simple estimate most likely occur for strong memory correlation (weak-to-moderate effective friction regime). In potential fields which allow for substantial backflow, we must substitute r(Eb)--* 2r(Eb).
-M 30 7(r)(p(z)p(O)>edr/v(E) = krJ(E) f? 7(r) (p(r) p(0) > E dr
Bistable Flows in Driven Systems
The problem of noise-induced escape can also be broadened to treat the dynamics in driven systems within which multiple stable states can coexist, and transitions between these states being triggered by nonequilibrium noise sources. In the previous sections we focused on the escape from an equilibrium state driven by thermal noise. Of equal interest, however, are questions about the fluctuations and instabilities in nonequilibrium states. Indeed, a considerable effort has gone into the study of the fluctuations about such states. (39'41'74 76) The investigation of such systems has been pioneered by Stratonovich (77) and Landauer, (78/ who were also among the first to point out the analogies between equilibrium transitions of first-or second-order type and instabilities in driven systems. This notion has resurfaced more recently in the study of nonequilibrium transitions in nonlinear optical systems (79,8~ (laser and optical bistability). The ability to evaluate escape rates is important not only in itself but is also crucial for the determination of the relative stability of different stable states, including nonequilibrium states such as limit cycles and strange attractors. Examples of physical interest are the rate enhancement induced 822/42/1 2-9 by parametric fluctuations in nonlinear oscillators, ~8.) resonantly activated rate processes, ~82) transitions in externally synchronized oscillators, (77'83'84) transport in sine-Gordon chains, (85~ the transitions between several configurations in a driven Josephson junction (or driven pendulum) such as the switching among locked-locked states at high damping (vv '83'86) or between locked-running (or vice versa) states at low damping, (6j's7) transitions in optical bistability (45'46'8~ and transport in superionic conductors and charge density wave systems (88) to name but a few.
The investigation of stationary nonequilibrium states is generically beset with difficulties which are absent in thermal equilibrium. In particular, there is the lack of detailed balance (89~ and the presence of drift fields which are not derivable from a potential field. Actually most of the multidimensional nonequilibrium systems do not possess a limiting weak noise, continuous differentiable thermodynamic potential U(x), unless there exists a Hamiltonian system H, associated with the weak noise dynamics of the driven system, which is integrable on an n-dimensional separatrix of the (2n-1)-dimensional energy hypersurface H--0, (90) The archetype of a bistable system beset with such trouble is the flow in a symmetric double well driven by colored, Gaussian noise of finite correlation (91 ) 
(~(t)~(s))=Dexp(-It-s]]
~c Tc J (2.66) This flow is equivalent to a two-dimensional Fokker-Planck dynamics which does not obey detailed balance. ~91~ Keeping the noise strength D fixed, one finds that the rate for (2.65) undergoes a characteristic exponential decrease upon increasing the memory correlation time %~91) from its maximal value in the Smoluchowski limit (limit rc--* 0) (Fig. 4) . A similar exponential decrease for the rate upon increasing the memory correlation time rc has been found (92~ in systems driven by telegraphic noise (a twostate Markov process). In those systems one can study both the influence of finite memory and a non-Gaussian noise source (shot noise). (92) In many cases, it is possible to reduce the nonequilibrium dynamics to a reduced, approximate single-variable Fokker-Planck dynamics, which intrinsically satisfies detailed balance. If justified, our task is simplified considerably in that the stationary probability /~ is readily obtained by quadratures. Likewise, the current-carrying nonequilibrium probability po(x) --g >,
~0
X is obtained by use of the methods outlined in Section 2.2 for the overdamped situation (Smoluchowski equation) . This is of particular importance in the context of recent progress, (93) which shows that the long-time dynamics of a master equation dynamics can be modeled by a novel Fokker Planck approximation yielding identical stationary probabilities, identical limiting weak noise escape rates, and identical decay times for relaxation from initial unstable states. (93) Moreover, it has been demonstrated (93' 94~ that a truncated Kramers Moyal approximation (at second order) to a given shot-noise dynamics exponentially overestimates the escape rates.
QUANTUM THEORETICAL TREATMENT
Historic Background and Perspectives
In the previous sections, the general theme of thermal activated escape focused on a temperature regime in which quantum mechanical corrections could be neglected. At lower temperatures, however, the initial metastable state is rendered unstable progressively by quantum tunneling processes, as thermally activated processes become increasingly rare. Wigner (95~ and Bell (96) were the first to be concerned with an introduction of quantum corrections into the classical pic.ture. Their work dealt mainly with the effects of thermally averaged transmission coefficients for inverted, untruncated parabolas at temperatures T~>he)b/27rk. This early work, as well as later work, (97) is based on a classical description of the jumping process in the presence of quantum statistical mechanics. The most advanced treatment along those lines is the work by Affleck, (98~ in which quantum statistical metastability of a single particle is treated at zero damping over the whole temperature regime T~>0 (simple quantum transition state theory). If the escaping particle is allowed to couple to environmental degrees of freedom such as phonons, magnons, and the like, thereby giving rise to quantum damping, the quantum theoretical treatment becomes a rather delicate challenge. The phenomenon of quantum tunneling in the presence of phonon modes is clearly ubiquitous in solid state physics. Early studies of phonon effects on tunnelling include those by Pirc and Gosar, (99) Sander and Shore, (11~ and Sussmann. (1~ Actually, some of those authors seem to have been unaware of the relevance of Holstein's (1~ early multiphonon treatment (polaron problem) of this problem. Further developments of the polaronlike approach to quantum tunneling problems in the presence of phonon couplings include those by Flynn and Stoneham, (1~ Hopfield, (1~ Phillips, (~~ and Riseborough. (w6) Unfortunately, all of those elaborate theories relied upon the Condon approximation, i.e., that the tunneling matrix element A is independent of the phonon coordinates. The merits and demerits of those previous works are discussed in Sethna's beautiful articles. (~~ on zero temperature decay rates of tunneling centers, wherein he has adopted the imaginary time path-integral formalism (see below).
Recently, there has been a resurgence of interest in the effects that a thermodynamic bath has on the motion of a quantum mechanical particle, triggered by the possibility of observing macroscopic quantum tunneling phenomena in a medium with ohmiclike dissipation. (1~176 The interest in this subject matter is due to the profound effect that this coupling produces, as well as the enormous variety of physical phenomena in which these processes occur. Caldeira and Leggett (1~ have investigated the influence of the thermal reservoir on the zero temperature quantum tunneling rate, using Feynman's functional integral formulation. (H~ In particular, they found that for ohmiclike dissipation the decay rate is strongly suppressed as compared to undamped systems. (1~ Likewise, Grabert, Weiss, and Hanggi (m) have shaped this approach into an effective method which enables the study of various profound effects induced by finite temperature fluctuations in the range from T-~ 0 up to the classical regime.
The path-integral approach is quite convenient because it allows the inclusion of the effect of the environment (heat bath) as an influence functional in much the same way as in Feynman's theories of the polaron and quantum noise. (H2) After integrating out the normal modes of the heat bath, the motion of the quantum particle is governed by an effective Lagrangian with a nonlocal term. One then proceeds by applying a field theoretic method which originally was invented by Langer (~13) in a study of classical nucleation theory. Coleman and Callan (1~4) draw heavily on Langer's picture of classical nucleation theory, and beautifully popularized this technique for which they have coined the name "bounce method." The bounce trajectories studied in Refs. 109, 111, 115-117, are saddle points of a nonlocal action which inherently incorporates both the mass renormalization and the potential renormalization discussed in Section 2.1. These bounces bear a close analogy to the critical nucleus in the classical problem (sS'x3) in the sense that the bounce action plays the role of the energy of the critical droplet. If we were to proceed from the exact, nonlocal action without further approximation, all of the difficulties associated with such questions as adiabatic versus nonadiabatic transitions, ~7~ the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, or the Condon approximation, would simply vanish. The traditional bounce technique, however, treats these problems with quasiclassical accuracy only, i.e., to lowest order in Planck's constant h. This efficient bounce method has sometimes been met with skepticism, mainly due its arcane treatment of zero or even negative quantum fluctuation eigenvalue modes. Notably, this bounce method can be shown to be equivalent to a multidimensional WKB approximation in full phase space of system plus environment. (t18'119/ In principle, the usual approximation inherent in the bounce technique, which amounts to the treatment of bounces via a dilute gas, can be improved further by considering also the fluctuation modes around multiple-bounce solutions (higher-order WKB approximation).
In the following I restrict the discussion to a quantum particle which is coupled to boson modes only. Moreover, I confine myself to the discussion of the quantum treatment of Kramers' escape problem into a continuum (see Fig. 5 ), and in addition assume that thermal equilibrium persists in the initial well at all times. Thus this amounts to a quantum treatment of the Kramers problem discussed in Sections 2.2, 2.5, and 2.6 over the whole temperature regime including T= 0. From the physics point of view, this quantum version would then be equivalent with the quantum many-body transition state theory for a system coupled to ~10 23 environmental degrees of freedom.
For a discussion of some related, interesting problems such as the quantum decay into a continuum at weak bias (12~ and the energy loss dur- ing tunneling, (12~ the quantum relaxation at finite temperatures in a symmetric double well (121/ or in a weakly biased double well (122) we refer the reader to the original literature. Moreover, a discussion of our preliminary results (123) of a quantum version of Kramers' theory for weakly damped systems (see Section 2.4) is beyond the scope of this report.
Simple Quantum Transition State Theory
First, let us consider a particle of mass M moving in a one-dimensional potential U(q) (Fig. 5) . We also assume that the particle is in contact with a heat bath at temperature T. However, the coupling is presumed to be infinitesimal so that the particle motion proceeds undamped (7 = 0). In other words, we consider the quantum transition state theory for a single particle moving in a one-dimensional potential U(q). Therefore, for the results to be physically valid, one must continuously prepare an equilibrium distribution of particles in the initial well, e.g., with a Maxwell demon. Following the reasoning in Ref. 115 , the decay rate F is given by the imaginary part (Im) of the space-diagonal Green's function G over periodic paths with period 0, (3.1a) 
G(q,q;O)=lq exp[-iO(~-~-)//h] q)
= ~ @q(t) exp(iS[q(t)]/h)
(3.1b)
Jq (O)=q(O)=q
where 0 = h/kT is the fundamental Matsubara period and S[q(t)]
=fO/i/2 M2 S[q(t)] dtI-~(l (t)-U(q(t)) 1
is the action of the undamped particle. The imaginary part is evaluated by analytically continuing from real times t to imaginary times z = it (Wick rotation), thereby transforming the complex integrand in (3.1b) to a real positive one. Performing the trace in (3.1b) over q yields with r = iO the partition function Z, Z= exp( -flF) (3.2) where the imaginary part of the free energy F is related to the decay rate F by 2 F=~ImF (3.3)
At temperatures T> hCOj2~rk = To, the imaginary part of F is given by the contribution from the saddle point q(r)= qb = const. A careful evaluation of the fluctuation modes around the "nucleus '' (113) Note that the result in (3.5) diverges exactly at the crossover temperature To to quantum tunneling (69, 124) To = hc%/2rck (3.7)
T O is characterized by the vanishing of the first eigenvalue, 21 = v 2 -co~ ~ 0 as T approaches To from above. Alternatively, the periodic bounce trajectory in imaginary time collapses for TT To to a constant, qb, at precisely the same temperature. Below To, the free energy is dominated by the contribution from the bounce trajectory, qc(r), which is a stationary point of the Euclidian (imaginary time) action; i.e., 6Se(qc)= 0, where where erfc(x) is the function:
erfc(x)= 1 f x dt exp( -it2)
Crossover Temperature
Next we consider finite quantum damping via a bilinear coupling of the particle to a heat bath with degrees of freedom ~bn (represented by harmonic oscillator normal modes). The system under study is then governed by the Lagrangian
14)
n mn ('02 Without the last term, which makes the coupling to the heat bath translationally invariant (i.e., it compensates for the coupling-induced renormalization of the potential(l~ this model was first studied by Ullersma. (125) (3.15) The last, nonlocal term is due to the influence of the reservoir. All the properties of the heat bath are contained in the spectral function J(co), 
D r + _ dt _o/2dt'K(t-t')[q(t)-q(t')]2
in which the nonlocal part is to be interpreted as its principal value. A careful study of the bounce equation shows that the highest temperature To, above which the bounce solution qc(r) collapses into the constant qb, obeys the relation (69) The same relation (3.20) was encountered previously, (2.59), in the study of the escape rate in systems with frequency-dependent friction. Therefore, in terms of the memory-renormalized reactive frequency/] in (2.59), we have for the crossover temperature To, below which tunneling events predominate over thermally activated Arrhenius-type transitions, the result (69)
To =h~/27rk~-(1.2157 x 10 12 sec K)/] (3.22)
To put it differently, the ratio/~/~ob, which gives the difference between the simple transition-state rate, (2.1), (2.2), and the Kramers rate, (2.58), also determines the deviation of the simple undamped crossover temperature (3.7) from the correct, dissipation, and memory-renormalized result (3.22) . The behavior of the crossover temperature T o is depicted in Fig. 6 as a function of the dimensionless damping strength ~c and the memory correlation time zc for two different memory kernels ~(t): A determination of this crossover temperature To, (3.22) , which for weak dissipation is readily observable on an Arrhenius plot of the rate (128'~29), gives valuable information about both the form of the barrier and the dissipation mechanism.
Quantum Version of the Kramers Approach
We are now in a position to consider the quantum theory of the Kramers rate in (2.20) . In order for the Ehrenfest equation for the ttmnelling coordinate, q, to be of the form in (2.6) (ohmic damping), we must use a spectral density J(co), (3.16) , given by (1~ J(e)) = MT~o (3.23)
With this choice one finds
Upon a partial integration of (3.19), the bounce equation for ohmic damping reads explicitly (e > 0) 
Ih 2 (coo ~ + co~) ]
p~-exp ~ (kT) 2 +O(T 4) (3.29) This quantum correction only renormalizes the Arrhenius factor but does not depend on dissipation--in contrast to To, being proportional to/~; see (3.22) and (2.59). For temperatures T~< To, the evaluation of Im F is more delicate. Following the reasoning of Riseborough, Hanggi, and Freidkin (Ref. 115 ), we present here the treatment of the quantum fluctuations below T< To. The escape rate, evaluated in the approximation of a dilute gas of bounces, is given by the ratio of contributions to the Green's function (3.1) from the paths close to the bounce trajectory qc(~) relative to the paths which always remain close to the metastable minimum at q0. Since these contributions are dominated by the extrema of the Euclidian action, the rate is controlled by the exponential of the bounce action relative to the action of given by the dissipation-renormalized single bounce action at temperature T matches smoothly, at the crossover temperature To, with the Arrhenius (2"n'k B/'h~b)T For T< To, this can be shown to reduce to (111"115-118) F= {Z f~ Det(62Se/6q2)q=q~ ) 1/2
x exp[-Se(0, 7)/hi, T< To (3.32) Det' means that the eigenvalue zero has to be omitted. For a where detailed derivation of this result we refer the reader to Ref. 115 , wherein we provide additional insight and give further details on the formalism. In par-ticular, near T-To, the evaluation of ZB must be modified slightly, owing to the occurrence of two zero modes. Apart from the Goldstone mode (~Oc), this new zero mode at T= To corresponds again to amplitude fluctuations about qc('c). (116) Both zero modes can be eliminated by considering the effect that the cubic and quartic interactions, 63SE and 64SE, have. (115) (116) (117) Moreover, near T-~ To there exists a frequency scale Fo and a temperature scale x 0 (those depend on the particular system under consideration) such that in the regime IT-Tol<Xo, the rate F exhibits a universal scaling behavior; i. For weakly damped systems, the equilibrium probability/~(E), (2.41), for the energy depends, of course, on the inverse density of states v(E) on the dimension of the reaction coordinate x. Equation (2.53c) should be completed by writing for the density of states ~9(E) ~,(E) = f dO 6[E-~(~)] -1/v(E) (2.53c)
The multidimensional generalization of (eqs. 2.38, 2.41-2.46, 2.51, 2.52, and 2.62 is then given with v(E) determined from (2.53c). Moreover, it should also be noted that the rate exhibits in the weak friction regime a rather
